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Modal Auxiliaries in Infinitive Clauses in English1 
1This is a revision of my earlier paper, Langendoen (1968). 
rt is a well-known !act of English gramrnar that a modal 
auxiliary cannot occur in an infinitive c,lause: 
(l) •John hopes to M find enjoyment in his new job. 
(2} •John seems to M find enjoyment in his new job. 
where Mis any of the modal auxiliaries E!!!,-., could, may, might~ 
~, ou&ht ~ 1 . shall, should, ~, would. If we follow 
traditional grammar and Ross (1967a) in assuming that the modals 
are them6elves verbs which occur with infinitive clause comple-
ments, then the fact that two modals cannot occur together is a 
consequence of the fact that modals are excluded from infi.?litive 
clauses: 
T"ne problem concerning us here is the description of the mecha.D.-
isms in English g~ammar which are necessary to exclude modals 
from infinitive clauses. 
One of these mechanisms is the transformational rule (or 
rules) 'Nhich form infinitive clauses out of the finite clauses. 
which underlie them; such a. rule (or rules) could be formulated 
so. as to delete any modal verbs occurring in those clauses. 
Thus in Lees (1960, p. 108), we find the suggestion that sen-
tences like: 
(4) Re kno?,S ·nhere to go. 
should be obtained from more basic structures like: 
(5) He knGws where he should go. 
by a transformational rule. Later, Rosenbaum (1967 1 p. 31) 
speculated about the possibility of obtaining: 
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(6) I expect John to go. 
from the structure which alao underlies: 
(7) I expect that John will go. 
Rosenbaum, however, did not com.rrit himself to this analysis 
because he noticed that not all infinitive clause complements 
can be interpreted as finite clausea containing modal£. Thus, 
. ~ 
while (6) and (7) are stylistic variants,- we observe that the 
2The term "stylistic variants" means ju.st what the name 
implies: sentences which do not differ in meaning but only in 
surface syntactic form. 
following sentence has no stylistic variant in which a modal 
appears in a finite clause corresponding to its infinitive 
clause: 
(8) John seems to find enjoyment in his new job. 
Instead, we !i.nd that any such stylistic variant contains no 
modal at all: 
(9) It seema that John finds enjoyment in his new 
job. 
Tb.e conclusion that I think it is proper to draw is tb.at the 
trans.formational rule which forms infinitive clauses out of 
finite clause complements deletes those modal auxiliaries in 
finite clauses whose presence is governed by the higher predi-
cate. Thua 1 the presence of .!:!:11. or would .i:n the object 
complement of e2£gect is governed by tha·t verb~ and the rule 
which converts that complement into an infinitive clause 
deletes that auxiliary, On the other handt ~ does not 
govern the occurxence of any particular modal in its subject 
complement, and so no particular one can be deleted when 
th~t complement is infinitivized.3 
3rn other words, the deletion of the medal is strictly 
"recoverable. 11 
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But th.en~ how a.re we to account for the exclusion of  
modals from those inf},,ni tive clauses in which modal deletion  
is not part of the rule of intinitivization? It cannot be  
handled as a deep structure constraint since modals can freely  
occur in the moie basic finite ~lauae:  
(10) 	 It .seems that John might find enjoyment in 
his new job. 
(11) 	 It seema that John can't find enjoyment in 
his new job .. 
etc. One possibility that suggests itself is that the rule of 
infinitive formation is to be considered inapplicable to the 
stl"uctures underlying (10)-(11); in other words if the rule is 
not permitted to delete the modal that occu.rs in a finite 
clause, then the presence of one blocks the applicability of 
tho rule. This "brute !orce" solution would work, provided 
there were no cases of predicates which require infiriitivization 
of their complementsj but which do not govern the occurrence of 
particular modals in. those complements. It i.s, of course, 
imI?ossible by mere inspection to tell whether any such predi-
cate exists~ since if infinitivization is obligator;r 1 one can-
not test for the possibility of different modals in finite 
clause complements (all such sentences would automatically be 
ungrammatical). liowe,.1er, if one reflects carefully on the 
meaning of such sentences as: 
(12) 	 John tends to antagonize his teachers. 
(13) John will destroy your sand-castle. 
one concludes that no particul~r modal has been deleted in the 
complements of the predicates ~ and .!ill• Eut there is no 
reason on semantic grounds to exclude modala from those comlJle-
ments. To see thia 1 one need only insert non-moaal synonyms 
for particular roodals in (12) and (13), and observe that the 
results are both sensible and grammatical: 
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(14) 	 Jahn t~nds to be able to antagonize his 
teachers .. 
(15) 	 John will be permitted to des,t:roy your sand-
castle. 
these obaervationl;! are correct, then we are faced with the 
following dilemma. A sentence such as: 
(16) *John tends that he can antagonize his teacher. 
looks as if it should be ruled out because infinitivization 
is obligatory with complements of the verb tend, but the sentence: 
(17) *John tends to can antagonize hi.s teacners. 
looks as if it should be excluded because infinitivization ie 
inapplicable when the finite clause contains a. non-deletable 
modal. 
One way to resolve this dilemnv.1 is to permit iDlinitiviza-
tion to a.pply to the structure @derlying (16) 1 thus gen~rati:ng 
(17), and to hold that (17) is rejected as ungrammatical because 
it violates an output condition on English sentences to the 
effect that a modal cannot occur in an infinitive clause. 4 It 
40:n the notion "output condition;;, or ''surface structure 
constraint TT t as it is sometimes called 1 see (1967b), 
Perlmutter (1968), Lakoff (1968). 
t!:U"ns out, fortunately, that there is some independent ev~dence 
to support this conclusion. 
Consider once again example (11). which is repeated here 
for convenience: 
(11) 	 It seems' that John can't find enjoyment in his 
new job. 
'!.'his sentence, it turns out, does have a stylistic variant to 
which infinitivizati.on has applied, namely: 
(18) 	 John cantt seem to find enjoyment in hie new 
job. 
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In general, when the subject complement of the verb~ (and 
no other!) is a finite clause containing a negative and the 
modal can or could, then both the negative and the modal can 
be rai~ to the main clause. 5 I propose that this raising 
,; 
--'See also Quirk (1965, p. 2l7), where the syntactic oddity 
of an example like (18") is pointed out, but not elaborated upon. 
be handled by a transformation which applies after infinitiviza-
tion has been applied, rather than by the infinitivization rule 
i_t.self, although my reason for suggesting this is not particu-
larly strong, namely that can/could raising seems to be acting 
as a "rider 11 on a negative raising _transformation which also can 
apply independently of the modal. Thus we obtain the following 
6 as stylistic variants: 
6Negatives, however, can be raised out of fin~te subject 
complements; compare: 
(i) 	 It seems that John doesn't find enjoyment in 
hi.s new job. 
(ii) 	 It doesn't seem that John finds enjoyment in 
his new job. 
but not can/could: 
(iii) 	 •rt can't seem that Jo.lm finds enjoyment in his 
new job. 
(19) 	 John seems not to be discouraged. 
{20) John doesn't seem to be discourag.f:ld. 
There is, however, some difficulty in viewing can/could raising 
as necessarily involving the raising of the negative. Consider 
the sentence: 
(21) 	 John can seem to tell if people are lying to 
him. 
The verb tell is only used in the sense "predictrr when preceded 
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by~ or could, but notice that it is this sense whieh is 
conveyed in (21). Therefore we must conclude that the can/ 
could of can/could ~ ca.n. be raised even if it is not negated. 
Also notice that if the negative is incorporated into the 
subject, can/could raising is permitted: 
(22) No one could seem to figure out what to do 
next. 
but not if it is other~ise incorporated: 
(23) John could'A't seem to find anything. 
(24) ~John could seem to find nothing. 
Although the problem of .stating the exact form of the can/ 
could raising transformation is considerable, its existence 
pro•tides additional support for the view that English has an 
output condition which excludes sentences containing a modal in 
an infinitive clause. The reason is that in order for the rule 
to apply, the infiniti~ization transformation must be allowed to 
apply first, creating an infinitive containing a modal. If that 
modal happens to be~ or could, and there is also a negative 
present (or if other conditions hold--see foregoing discussion), 
then the rule applies and a grammatical sentence ultimately 
ensues. If another modal is present, or if~ or could are 
not accompanied by a negative, then the resulting sentence is 
ruled ungrammatical by the proposed output condition. 
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